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Using the DESY 6.2-GeV electron synchrotron, we have measured the photoproduction on carbon of
electron-positron pairs, for a range in the invariant pair mass of 150—550 MeV. To detect the pairs and to
discriminate against the intense pion background, a magnetic spectrometer, counters, and fast electronics
were used. The results are in agreement with the predictions of first-order quantum electrodynamics, in
contradiction with earlier experiments. A comparison of our results with other tests of quantum electro-
dynamics at small distances is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECENT experiments at Cambridge Electron Ac-
celerator (CEA)' and Cornelis indicate a disagree-

ment with the rate predicted by first-order quantum
electrodynamics (QED) for the production of electron-
positron pairs by high-energy photons. The deviation
occurs in two forms. First, in the published CEA result
the absolute electron-positron rate at low-momentum
transfers (normalization) does not agree with QED.
Second, in both experiments the ratio of the experi-
mental rate to the theoretical rate increases with in-
creasing momentum transfer.

In an experiment performed at the DESY 6.2-GeV
electron synchrotron' we have measured the yield of
wide-angle e+e pairs produced in the reaction

y+carbon-+ e++e +carbon.

The results show that 6rst-order QED correctly pre-
dicts the e+e pair yield for momentum transfers to
the virtual electron up to 400 MeV/e, in contradiction
to the above earlier experiments.

The photoproduction of electron-positron pairs is
given, to 6rst order in a perturbation-theory expansion,
by the three Feynman graphs shown in Fig. 1.The first

two, the Bethe-Heitler (BH) graphs, have been calcu-
lated by Bjorken, Drell, and Frautschi (BDF),4 who
included the sects of recoil of the target nucleus and of
elastic nuclear form factors, and arrived at the following
expression for the laboratory cross section:

where
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and where the form factors Pt(qs) and 5:2(q2) are related
to the charge and magnetic form factors Gtt(qs) and
G~(q') by

FIG. 1, Feynman diagrams for electron-positron pair production.
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P (q2) —Q 2+ (q2/4t)II2)G 2j

p2 (q2) (4/P 2) LG@2 (q2/4 Jib 2)G~2j
The symbols used above are deqned as follows: o. is the
fine structure constant 1/137, p+ (p ) is the 4-momen-
tum of the positron (electron), E+ (E ) is the energy of
the positron (electron), E is the energy of the incident
y ray, Q is the 4-momentum of the nucleus before inter-
action, Q' is the 4-momentum of the nucleus after inter-
action, q is the momentum transfer to target nucleus

Q—Q', P=Q+Q', and 8+ (8 ) is the production angle
of the positron (electron).
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In the kinematic region of this experiment estimates
show the Compton contribution to be very small. ' For
momentum transfers to the virtual photon less than the
vector-meson threshold, BDF estimated the Compton
term to be

dtr, =Z'(E/rrt)' tan'(8/2)dosrr, (2)

which for this experiment is &0.01da-~H. They also
demonstrated that an experiment detecting the e+e

pairs symmetrically had important advantages. First,
the recoil of the target nucleus and thus corrections for
form factors are minimized. Second, charge-conjugation
invariance requires the interference between Bethe-
Heitler and Compton diagrams to vanish. In principle,
this interference could otherwise be as much as 10% of
daBH. At symmetry, if E is the energy of each lepton and
8 the production angle, the momentum transfer to the
virtual. lepton is given by t'= —2E'0', while the mo-

mentum transfer q to the recoil nucleus is given by
q'= —E'84. Thus for smail angles, )t')))jq'). Under
the kinematical conditions of this experiment, I t

~

(400
MeV/c and

~
(q')

~

"'(50MeV/c. Because
~ q )

is small, a
heavy nuclear target may be used, and for a spin-zero
nucleus the Bethe-Heitler cross section is proportional
to Z'G~'(q'). As seen from the following accurate
analytical expression' for Gz, little correction is neces-

sary for elastic carbon form factors:

ba'q'
G,&(q&) =

~

1— ~e
""t'-

2(2+3b)J
(3)

where for carbon

b= 4 and a=1.635 F.

SA. Krass, Phys. Rev. 138, 31268 (1965); S. D. Drell, in
Procetrfiugs of the Irtterrtatiortat Symposium ort Electrort md Photort
Irlteractiorrs at High Energies, edited by G. Hohler et al. (Deutsche
Physikalische Gesellschaft, Hamburg, 1965), Vol. 1, p. 71.

J. H. Fregeau, Phys. Rev. 104, 225 (1956).

Quasi-elastic and inelastic form factors are very small,
and are not considered in the analysis of this experi-
ment. However, the accuracy of this experiment as a
test of QED is limited to a few percent by lack of knowl-

edge of inelastic form factors, as well as by one' s

inability to calculate the Compton term accurately.
The arrangement used to measure the yield of e+e

pairs is described in detail in the following sections. The
pairs were detected by a double-arm magnetic spec-
trometer placed synunetrically about the incident pho-
ton beam. Fast electronics and counter techniques were

used to identify the electrons in the presence of intense
backgrounds of pions and low energy electrons. The
measured yields were compared with yields calculated

by integrating Eq. (1) over the acceptance of the spec-
trometer. Many checks were made to ensure that no
systematic errors were present, and that all corrections
had been correctly dealt with. Yields were measured for

electron (positron) momenta from 1167 to 2250 MeV/c
for production angles from 4 to 7', and for momentum
transfers

~

t j from 109 to 389 MeV/c.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A. Bremsstrahlung Beam

The bremsstrahlung beam is produced by the strik-
ing of an internal rotating tungsten target by the
DESY circulating electron beam. The average photon
intensity is 3&(10" equivalent quanta per second, the
duty cycle is 2—4 j~. The beam is defined by two lead
collimators, (10X10) and (15X15) mm', and cleared
of charged particles by three dipoles. The first two
dipoles bend horizontally, the third vertically. Approxi-
mately 35 m downstream from the rotating target a
2.5 g/cm'-thick carbon targets was mounted on a
calibrated optical bench. At the target position the
beam spot is approximately square in shape, 2.5 by
2.5 cm. The beam intensity is measured by a Wilson-
type quantameter, which was calibrated in an external
electron beam against a Faraday cup. ' The photons
travel to the quantameter inside a vacuum pipe en-
cased throughout its length by heavy concrete and lead.

The energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung beam,
i.e., the probability that a photon has an energy between
k and k+dk for an incident electron energy k,„, is
given by

f(k,k,„)dk=dk T(k,k, )a, ,

where T(k,k,„) is the energy spectrum for a thin
target, ' and where the factor a&, determined experi-
mentally, "corrects for multiple scattering and energy
loss in a thick target. The expressions used in the
analysis of this experiment were

T(k,k, ) =
t R—0.925(Z/137)'+0. 0555$ '{$1+(1—v)'j

X t E—0.91'—0.925 (Z/137) 'j—(2/3) (1—v)

X LE—0.1667—0.925(Z/137)' —0.647']),
a, = —(1+30/k, )$0.00082278(1—v)

—'

+1.0540—0.42189v

+1.0953v' —0.8049v'$, (5)
where

v = k(k,.+srt, )-', p = 100m,Z-'t'(k, +rtt, )-'(1—v)-i,

E=ln(183Z 'ts).

'Runs were taken for target thicknesses T varying from p.4
to 3.3 g/cm'. The results show no evidence of a positive T' de-
pendence of the yield. The carbon was 99.9% pure.' R. R. Wilson, Nucl. instr. 1, 101 l1957). The calibration con-
stant for the quantameter is (3.35+0.10)X 10" MeV/C. as given
in Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY internal Report
No. 65/2, Hamburg, 1966 (unpublished).

9H. W. Koch and J. W. Motz, Rev. Mod. Phys. 31, 920
(1959).

"H. D. Schultz, thesis, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
DESY Report No. 66/16, 1966 (unpublished).
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Fro. 2. Bremsstrahlung energy spectrum. T(k,k, ) is the thin-
target spectrum f(k,.k „) is the spectrum for a 0.2-mm-thici
tungsten target. k,„ is the energy of the circulating electron
beam.

ray (central momentum ps and angle 8e) after it enters
the M~'s is identical for all settings of the spectrometer.
The magnets M~, 5.39 m downstream from the M~'s,
then bend the central ray a constant angle 17—.47'.
(The M. 's have an effective Geld volume of 1.30X0.488
X0.166m'. ) This arrangement has the following proper-
ties essential to the experiment:

(1) The acceptance of the spectrometer is not limited
by the edges of magnets or by shielding, being defined
instead by the scintillation trigger counters L2—L4,
R2—R4. All counters are located such that their surfaces
are not directly exposed to the target. The instantaneous
rate in L2 and R2, the "hottest" of the triggering
counters, is always (3 mc/sec; in all of the other
counters, always (100kc/sec.

gP
jl p

The quantity m, is the electron mass. The functions
f(k,k,„) and T(k,k,„) are shown in Fig. 2. VANCE WINOOI4'

B. Spectrometer

The spectrometer, shown in Fig. 3, consists of
dipole magnets (Mn, M",Mn), scintillation counters
(Ll Ls Ls L4 Rt Rs Rs R4) shower counters (SCL,SRC),
threshold Cerenkov counters (LC,RC,HL,HR), and
scintillation-counter hodoscopes (TL,TR,QL,QR,VL,
VR). The magnet Mn (maximum Geld 18 kG, over
an effective volume 1.0X1.5X0.3 m') separates charged
particles from the y beam, and also sweeps very low-

energy particles out of the system. Particles with a
central spectrometer momentum ps are bent an angle
of 15' —8 by MD, where 0 is the horizontally projected
production angle with respect to the y beam. To iso-
late the y beam and associated low-energy particles
from the aperture of the spectrometer, much shielding
is placed within the field region of MD. However, the
shielding is in all cases at least 5 cm away from the
limiting trajectories of accepted particles, and thus is
never a source of scattered background. After passing
through MD, the central momentum particles are bent
a constant —8 by the Mn (1.029X0303X0.106 m'
effective ield volume) located 2.18 rn downstream from
the center of MD. The target position and the field of
MD are chosen such that the trajectory of the central

L4+YL+SLC

.RC,.YR.SRt

FIG. 3. Plan view of the spectrometer.

-16 16
g 8 fmrad2

(2) The spread in position and angle of the particles
as they pass through all the threshold and shower
counters is nearly independent of the spectrometer
setting. Therefore, any slight inefBciency of these
counters cannot lead to a momentum-transf er-depen-
dent eGect.

(3) The spectrometer recombines rays of constant
P8—~t~~and therefore has a large acceptance and at
the same time a good

~
t

~

resolution. For a given spec-
trometer setting, the acceptance is 8p/p +0.18,
68/8=+0. 14, bt/t=+0 10, and g=. &8 mrad, where
l" is the projected vertical production angle. The ac-
ceptance in the invariant pair mass m is 8m/m 0.10.

Figure 4 shows a typical 8-P acceptance window for
one of the spectrometer arms, for Hp = 7 . The curve
shows the limiting trajectories.

Using the hodoscope counters we are able to obtain

FIG. 4. Spectrometer acceptance limits. The locus of the limiting
trajectories is shown as a function of ~p/p and ~8 as de6ned in
the text. The central spectrometer angle 80 is 7'.
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FIG. 5. (a) EKciency of
threshold counter IC. The eK-
ciency is shown as a function of
the horizontal and vertical
angle made by 1-GeV electrons
with respect to the central axis
of the counter. (b) Relative e+e
pair rate as a function of the =
factor by which the phototube
pulse from SEC was attenu-
ated. The spectrometer setting
was 8,=4', ptt

——15'/9 MeV/c.
The arrow shows the operating
point used for all runs in the
experiment for which pp= 1.579
MeV/c.
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resolutions 4Itp/p= ~0.02, ge/8= ~p p3
=0.02, and htp= +2 mrad.

The hodoscopes, designed primarily for a concurrent
experiment to measure the photoproduction of po
mesons, were used to check the properties of the spec-
trometer as described later.

C. Propexties of Counters

(1) Trigger coN44ters The trigger c.ounters, only 0.3-
cm thick to minimize bremsstrahlung and multiple
scattering losses, were made of Pilot-Y scintillator.
Twisted lucite strips conducted the light to RCA 7746

phototubes specially selected for high gain and low
noise. The pulse height is uniform over the counter
area, a property necessary for fast timing. The dimen-
sions of the counters are (in cm): Lt,R~ (32.0X9.9);
L2,R2 (33 OX13.7); L4,R4 (33.0X14.9); and L4,R4
(43.1X18.1).L~ and R~ were not used in the triggering
logic and served only to monitor pions. The eKciency af
each of these counters for 1-GeV electrons was measured
to be )99.9%.

(2) Cere4474oe colnters. The counters LC and RC, 40
cm in diam. and 2.5 m long, use 1.09 atm Cog as
radiator. An aluminized-Mylar plane mirror, onto which
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FIG. 6. Block diagram of
the electronics.
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is evaporated thorium fiuoride, reQects the light upwards
to a 58 UVP phototube located at the focus of a para-
bolic mirror. The counters HL and HR, wooden boxes
40 cm high, 55 cm wide, and 3 m long, have 1-atm
freon-12 as radiator. A concave mirror at the down-
stream end directs the Cerenkov light onto three 58
AVP phototubes, the pulses from which are added lin-
early. The shower counters SLC, SRC each consist of
16 sheets of UVT Lucite (55 cm wide, 30 cm high, and
0,63 cm thick) interspersed with 16 lead sheets each 1
radiation length thick. . For a description of the proper-
ties of such shower counters, see Ref. 11.

The Cerenkov counters were also tested in a 1-GeV
electron beam. In Fig. 5(a) is shown the efficiency of
LC as a function of the angle of the electron beam with
respect to the central axis of the counter. For the angu-
lar divergences encountered in the experiment (&50
mrad) the efficiency is )99%%. The other Cerenkov
counters RC, HL, and HR were also &99% efficient.
The shower counters SLC and SRC were )99.8%
efficient over their areas. The operating point of each
shower counter was chosen on the basis of curves such
as Fig. 5(b), taken for each spectrometer momentum
setting Po.

During the experiment the pion rejection of the
threshold and shower counters was constantly moni-
tored. Even under the highest instantaneous rates
encountered, the combined rejection of the pair (LC,
RC) was always &4X 10'; of (HL,HR), always
& 1X10'; and of (SLC,SRC), always & 100.

Muons as well as pions were rejected by the threshold
and shower counters. In the counters LC and RC the
muon threshold was 3.4 GeV/c, roughly 500 MeV above

the high-momentum limit of the single-arm spectrome-
ter acceptance. The shower counters were only 1%
efficient on muons, as measured with cosmic rays.
Muon contamination (including that from sr —& At

decay) is estimated to be (0.1%.

D. Electronics

The electronics system shown in Fig. 6 processed the
counter pulses. Logic circuits capable of operating at
125 Mc/sec were used to minimize dead time and acci-
dentals. The triggering requirements were ftrst (circuits
8, C, D, E) that LC, RC, SLC, and SRC give pulses
in coincidence with the acceptance-defining scintillator
pulses. Then the circuits BC and DE selected electrons
(positrons) which had been accepted by one spectrome-

Relative Pair Rate

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Betake of 8 [nsec]

"C. A. Heusch and C. Y. Prescott, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. FIG. 7. Typical delay curve. The rate of the circuit I'2 is shown as
4, 213 (1965). a function of the delay of the circuit B. (see Fig. 4).
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I'IG. 8. Curve A is the sixfold di6eren-
tial cross section d0 gH as a function of 8,
with the other variables held 6xed at the
center of the spectrometer acceptance,
namely, E+=E =2.250 GeV, 8+=8 =7',
and @+=j.80'. Curve 8 is the averaged
differential cross section d'p/dP+dd (see
text for de6nition) for the same spec-
trometer setting, with again @+=180'.

R024.

Q020.
Vl

~ M16.

M12 .

M08-
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~ro~imate

e'itive Ao:eptanee

)0 )0
1
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ter arm. The coincidence A, 8 nsec wide, then gave a
preliminary indication that an electron-positron pair
had been accepted. A 10-nsec-long output pulse from
A was used as a gate for the even more stringent
triggering requirements X~, X2, X3, Y~, and Y2, whose
resolutions were 8, 7, 6, 5, and 4 nsec, respectively.
Finally, the coincidence M between these five circuits
defined an e+e pair event. As an independent check,
the left-right-arm logic system (shown at the right of
the figure) with 100-mc/sec circuitry monitored the
total (pion and electron) pair rate (Zp) the operating
condition of the shower counters (Zi) and that of the
threshold counters LC and RC (Zs). The e+e- pair rate
was also counted by Z~Z2, a 12-nsec-wide coincidence
between Z~ and Z2, and by ZSZ4, an independent 16-
nsec-wide coincidence between the two arms. The
circuitry Vo, V&, V&, etc., similar to that just described
except that pulses are purposely mistimed by 50 nsec,
was used to monitor randoms at all points in the system.
Figure 7 shows a typical delay curve obtained during
the experiment. The counting rate of the circuit V2 is
shown as a function of the delay of the pulses from the
circuit B.

The logic was designed and operated to minimize and
monitor the following corrections to the master rate M:

(1) Earldom acci de+tais. Because the single-arm elec-
tron rate was as much as 2000 times higher than the
electron-pair rate, the contribution of random coinci-
dences had to be monitored and kept lower than a few
percent. For this reason, the incident-beam intensity
was always kept low enough so that the rates of circuits
X~, X~, X2, Y~, Y2,and Z~Z2 never exceeded the master
rate 3f by more than 5%. Normally, for (2—3))&10ip
equivalent quanta/sec incident photon intensity the

rates differed by (1%.Therefore, the random acci-
dentals in the rate M are (1%, and can be calculated
from the relative rates of Xr, Xs, Xs, Yi, Ys, and ZiZs.

(2) Pion coritamimation The ra. tio of pion pairs to
electron pairs was in some cases as high as j.000 to i.
Although the requirements for M provide a pion re-
jection )1.0', we used the counters HL and HR to
monitor the adequacy of this rejection. Coincidences
MHL (MHR) were made between M and HL (HR),
and 6nally the coincidence MC was made between
MHL and MHR. The rates of M, MHL, MHR, and
MC all agreed to within 1% throughout the experiment.
We are thus certain that the data are not contaminated
with pions; if they were, the additional pion rejection
of HL and HR would cause the rates MHL, MHR, and
MC to be signidcantly lower than M.

(3) Dead time We monito. red each circuit with a fast
sealer, and found that the total dead time of the system
was normally 2—3%, and never more than 5%.

The stability of all counting rates was constantly
checked during the experiment, and all counter voltages
were kept constant to within ~10 V. The left-arm rate
agreed with the right-arm rate to within a few percent,
and the reproducibility of the e+e rate was better than
3% over a two-month running period.

QL ANALYSIS

The e+e yield predicted by QED was obtained by
integrating the product f(k,k ~) do'sH over the spec-
trometer acceptance and target position. The thick-
target bremsstrahlung energy spectrum f(k,k ) is
given by Eq. (4) and dona is given by Eq. (1).For pairs
produced at exact symmetry, the function dopa exhibits
a sharp dip, as shown in Fig. 8, curve A. %hile care
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must be exercised in averaging this cross section, it
should be pointed out that in practice (that is, for
acceptances consistent with reasonable rates) the total
e"e" yield is relatively insensitive to the presence of the
dip. This is illustrated by curve B of Fig. 8, where the
function

d'0 J'dosHA (E+,8+.,P+,E,H,Q )dE+dE dH+rf 8

dPpdP J'A(E+, Hp, gp, E,H,& )dE+dE dH+dH

(A is the spectrometer acceptance function for a pair
produced at the center of the target), shows only slight
evidence of the dip. Curves obtained by averaging

dggH over other combinations of four variables show

even less evidence of the dip. In fact, the value of do.gH

averaged over all six variables changes but 5% when the

p acceptance range is doubled and thus does not de-

pend significantly upon the spectrometer acceptance
limits.

The theoretical e+e yields were calculated by two
independent methods. The first was a conventional
Monte Carlo technique whereby events with randomly
generated production angles, momenta, and target
positions were exposed to the magnetic fields and aper-
ture of the system. In this manner the average cross
section, the spectrometer acceptance, and various
kinematical quantities were simultaneously calculated.
Essential to the Monte Carlo integration was the
accurate determination of the magnet-transport equa-
tions. Because of the large momentum range accepted,
neither 6rst- nor second-order transport theory could
be used. Instead, the equations were determined by
numerically integrating a family of 40 trajectories
through a grid of the measured held values of each
magnet (these 6elds were known to 3 parts in 10').
The transport coe%cients were then obtained from the
trajectories by a least-squares method. The transport
equations included all terms linear, bilinear, and. pure
quadratic in x, x', s, z', and 8p/p (except those excluded

by symmetry) and terms up to fourth order in (Hp/p)/
(1+Hp/p). Comparing these coefficients with those
obtained from 6rst- and second-order theory, we found

good agreement, any differences being attributable to
the greater accuracy of the fourth-order calculation.
A sufhcient number of events were treated by the Monte
Carlo technique to determine the theoretical yield within
an uncertainty of &2.5%. The effects of multiple scat-
tering and bremsstrahlung loss in the target and along
the spectrometer were also considered. For each of the
absorbing media a multiple-scattering angle was gene-
rated at random from a normal distribution with the
variance"

where I. is the thickness of the material in radiation
lengths, and where e, which ranges from 0 to —0.08,
depends on P and the scattering material. The azimuthal
scattering angle P, is generated uniformly over the
range 0—2x. The projected scattering angles are then
(8,),=8, cosg„(8,)„=8,sing, . The projected x, and

y, associated with the scattering can then be generated
from two normal distributions" centered about the
respective mean values (x,)=d/2 (8,), and Q,)=d/2
(8,)„, where d is the thickness in centimeters of the
scattering material. It was found, however, suKciently
accurate to use the mean values themselves for the
diaplacement associated with a particular scattering.
In this way a signi6cant reduction in computer time
was possible (a factor of 3), with no detectable difference
from the more rigorous treatment. The size of the
multiple-scattering correction was determined ac-
curately at several spectrometer settings; for example,
at 8,=4', po ——1167 MeV/c (the worst case), multiple
scattering decreased the theoretical yield by 12.0
+0.5%; at 80——7', po

——2250 MeV/c, by 2.0+1.0%.
Energy losses due to bremsstrahlung were generated

in the target and along the spectrometer according to
the density function"

8'(EO,E,L)=$1/Eo(J/ln2) )Lln(EO/E)g' f'"' '&

where Eo and E are the electron energies before and
after bremsstrahlung, respectively. The yield obtained
including this correction was compared with the yield
without the correction to determine the size of the eGect.
The theoretical yield with bremsstrahlung included in
the calculation was between 32 and 38% lower than that
without bremsstrahlung. In both these yields the eBect
of multiple scattering was not considered, in order to
save computer time. However, it was checked that no
error resulted from treating multiple scattering and
bremsstrahlung separately: For several spectrometer
settings, the multiple scattering and bremsstrahlung
were calculated simultaneously; the yield calculated
in this way agreed with that obtained when multiple
scattering and brernsstrahlung were treated separately.

In the second method by which the yield was calcu-
lated, each magnet was assumed to have a uniform field
over its effective length; ray tracing was then used. to
determine the acceptance-de6ning trajectories. An
accurate approximation' to dcTBH was then numerically
integrated over the acceptance window so obtained. The
acceptance and average cross sections agreed in all
cases with those of the Monte Carlo calculation to
within 5%. As a further check, we averaged the exact
cross section as given by Drell and Walecka" over the
spectrometer acceptance, finding agreement with BDF
to better than 1%.

"CERN Users Handbook, CERN, Geneva, 1962 {unpublished).
13 B. Rossi, High Energy Particles {Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Engle-

wood CMs, New Jersey, 1952).

"For the approximate expression for dopH, see Ref. j..
"S.D. Drell and J. D. Walecka, Ann. Phys. {N. V.) 28, 18

{&964).
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Radiative corrections to the pair-production cross
section were of two classes: One includes all graphs
having an additional internal photog. line; the other
consists of processes where a real unobserved photon
is emitted. In this experiment a bremsstrahlung spec-
trum of photons was used; contributions to the observed
counting rate were possible even for processes where a
hard photon of energy as large as 3.5 GeV was emitted.
Therefore, much care was taken to calculate the radi-
ative corrections for our particular experimental ar-
rangement. " It was found that when the ratio /p//p, „
was kept constant the value of the radiative correction
was independent of the spectrometer setting. The
eGect of all radiative corrections was to decrease the
theoretical yield by 3.0&1.0/z.

IV. CONSISTENCY CHECKS

Many experimental checks were made to ensure
that the spectrometer behaved as designed:

(1) We found that the experimental yield at low
momentum transfer agreed with the prediction of
QED, as shown in Sec.VII, where the results are given.

(2) Wire-orbit measurements performed on both
spectrometer arms agreed with the calculated central
angles and momenta to within 0.5%, the accuracy limit
of the wire-orbit technique.

(3) To test our treatment of multiple scattering and
bremsstrahlung, we placed in each arm of the spec-
trometer (in front of Ls and Rs) a 0.63-cm-thick Lucite
sheet large enough to cover the spectrometer aperture.
For pp

——2.250 GeV/c, Op
——4', a (20+5)/o decrease in

the yield was observed, in good agreement with the
calculated decrease of (18&1)%.

(4) At a production angle of 4 and a maximum
bremsstrahlung energy k„, =3.05 GeV, the e+e yield
was measured as a function of the spectrometer mo-
mentum setting for pp ——1.500, 1.750, and 2.000 GeV/c.

Events

400 .
8, = 4'
P. = 1.83 GeV/c

1524 events—-- expected
observed

300 .

200-

100 .

3 4 5 QL Hodoscope Counter

FIG. 9. Comparison of calculated and observed event distribu-
tions in the QJ. hodoscope counters, for central spectrometer
angle Hp=4' and momentum pp=1.83 GeV/c.

At the upper end of this momentum range, where the
brernsstrahlung spectrum cuts off, the yield depends
very sensitively upon the spectrometer acceptance.
The ratios of the yields at pp ——1.500, 1.750, and
2.000 GeV/c to the yield at pp=1. 167 GeV/c were,
respectively: (a) experiment: 0.305&0.032; 0.025
+0.007; (0.001; (b) theory: 0.351; 0.0370; 0. The
consistency between experimental and theoretical yields
demonstrated that the acceptance had been accurately
calculated.

(5) To check the properties of the spectrometer and
of the programs used, the distributions of electron-pair
events were measured by the hodoscopes. In a typical
data run, with central angle 4, central momentum
1.830 GeV/c, the distribution shown in Fig. 9 was ob-
tained in the hodoscope QL, the expected and observed
distributions being in good agreement. Similar results
were obtained for the other hodoscopes.

(6) For the spectrometer setting Pp ——2.250, Op
——4',

the hodoscope data was compiled to give a distribution

, l
EVENTS INVARlANT MASS DISTRIBUTION

8 = 4' P =2250 MeVlc

20M
FIG. 10. Distribution of invari-

ant mass for the spectrometer set-
ting 8p=4', pp=2 250 GeV/c. The
histogram shows the observed
number of events, the smooth
curve shows the theoretical yield.
The theoretical curve has been
multiplied by 0.94 to be normalized
to the experimental yield. Part of
this data was accumulated insub-
sequent experiments.

0- ~

200 80 350 4OO

MASS (MeVJ

"8.J. Brodsky (to be published).
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Ytefd/ttuclevs

g2 62

tag Z~

FIG. II. Pair production for various target materials, at a spec-
trometer setting of He=4', pe=2.250 GeV/c.

of the invariant mass of the pair. As shown in Fig. 10
the result is consistent with the calculated spectrum.

(7) The electron-pair rate did not change when the
shielding inside the gap of MD was moved either toward
or away from the accepted region. This is good evidence
that the shielding is not a source of background events.
Checks (3), (4), and (5) above indicate that scattering
from M~ and M~ pole faces also did not contribute to
the measured yield.

(8) To monitor the quantameter sensitivity, we
placed in front of the quantameter a 1-mm-thick Cu
plate, which was viewed at an angle of 30' by a 6ve-
counter telescope. A 2-mm-thick Al plate and a 1.8
kG ft permanent magnet were put in front of the tele-
scope to clear low-energy particles. Throughout the
experiment the ratio of quantameter charge to the
number of counts in the telescope was constant to
within a5%.

(9) To check that the nucleus recoils coherently, the
e+e yields were measured to 3% accuracy with C, 0,

],P gi

kmax 1

FIG. 12. The ratio of experiment to theory is shown for all data
points. The points are arranged in a matrix, the study of which
shows (see text) that systematic errors in the experiment are
insigni6cant.

Al, Cu, and I'b targets for a momentum transfer to the
nucleus ~(q')~'I'=30 MeV/c. The relative yields are
shown in Fig. 11. Good agreement is seen with the law
&'Gg'(qe), where Gs'(q') is the electric form factor of
the target nucleus and Z the nuclear charge.

V. PROCEDURE

(1) The yield was measured at 16 settings of the spec-
trometer, at least 400 events being accumulated for
each. At most settings 800 events were accumulated.

(2) At each setting half the events were taken at
each polarity of the spectrometer. Thus interference
between Compton and Bethe-Heitler processes does
not contribute.

(3) Approximately 25% of the running time at each
setting was used to measure target-out rates. These
rates were found to be nearly independent of angle and
momentum, never exceeding 10% of the rate with
target in place.

2.2

2.0

1.4-

1.2 .

1.0-

o.a-

0.5

0.4

0.2

this experiment

FIG. 13. The ratio of experiment to
theory is shown as a function of the e+e
invariant mass. The straight line is the
best Gt to our data. Earlier work at
CEA (Blumenthal et a/ , Ref. 1) is also.
shown. To facilitate comparison the nor-
malization of the CEA data is changed
in the figure so that the best-6t curve
agrees with our best Gt at zero pair mass.

100 200 300 400 500 Ii00
e'e invariant mass
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TABLE I. Data and results.

Spectrometer setting
Experimental yield

Number Levents/(10" equivalent
of events quanta) (g/cm') j

Corrections' Theoretical R(expt/theor)
yield

&0
e, (GeV/c)
4' 1.167

1.579
1.830
2.250

5' 1.167
1.579
1.830
2.250

6' 1.167
1.579
1.830
2.250

7' 1.167
1.579
1.830
2.250

[
(t2)

[

1/p

(MeV)
109
149
170
214

141
192
223
275

173
234
269
332

202
274
315
389

1(v') I'"
(MeV)

15.1
20.7
23.0
28.5

19.5
26.5
30.0
36.4
24.2
32.4
36.3
44.2

28.9
38.4
44.1
53.9

Target Target
in out Net

800 9.740 0.794 8.946
1401 5.557 0.392 5.165
1002 4.299 0.338 3.961
3004 2.719 0.153 2.566

800 2.867 0.277 2.590
619 1.468 0.139 1.329
800 1.128 0.116 1.012
969 0.7868 0.0583 0.7285

600 0.8036 0.0622 0.7414
377 0.4118 0.0512 0.3606
600 0.3159 0.0153 0.3006
821 0.2186 0.0211 0.1975

515 0.2521 0.0177 0.2344
434 0.1498 0.0101 0.1397
627 0.1002 0.0088 0.0914
460 0.0645 0.00226 0.0623

Dead
time
and
acc.

0.958
0.963
0.990
0.998

0.978
0.992
0.999
1.001

0.985
1.004
1.003
1.006

1.002
1.025
0.998
1.019

Radi-
ative 8rems-

correc- strah-
tions lung
1.030 1.616

1.577

1.529

1.477

Total
correction

factor
1.595~0.021
1.603&0.021
1.648~0.020
1.661~0.019
1.588&0.021
1.611&0.020
1.622+0.019
1.626~0.019
1.551+0.021
1.581a0.019
1.580~0.020
1.584~0.019
1.524~0.020
1.559~0.020
1.518~0.021
1.550~0.021

15.90
8.869
7.156
4.593

4.101
2.264
1.792
1.135

1.201
0.6732
0.5135
0.3236

0.3975
0.2245
0,1660
0.1042

0.897+0.038
0.934+0.031
0.912~0.034
0.928~0.022

1.003~0.045
0.946&0.048
0.916a0.043
1.044~0.042

0.957~0.047
0.847~0.060
0.925~0.043
0.967&0.043

0.899+0.063
0.970~0.056
0.836~0.043
0.926&0.048

' The e8ect of multiple scattering is included in the theoretical yield. For fixed 00 the bremsstrahlung correction is independent of po. The radiative
correction is the same for all spectrometer settings.

(4) The ratio k/k, .„was the same for all settings
(0 is the center pair energy, k,„the peak bremsstrah-
lung energy). The relative yields are then independent
of radiative corrections and insensitive to bremsstrah-
lung losses.

(5) Data were taken at Hp ——4, 5, 6, and 7 . F«
each value of Hp measurements were made for pp

——1.167,
1.579, 1.830, and 2.250 GeV/c. Thus the 16 data points
form a 4&(4 grid in (pp, Hp) which has the following
important properties:

(a) For fixed Hp, the relative yields are subject to the
same spectrometer acceptance and bremsstr ahlung
corrections. Except for multiple-scattering corrections
and possible small variations with k, of the quanta-
meter sensitivity, the yield should follow (after form-
factor corrections) a simple 1/)'r' law.

(b) On the other hand, for fixed p, the relative yields
are insensitive to multiple scattering, quantameter
variations, and scattering from pole faces or shielding.
The only possible systematic error could arise in the
calculation of the spectrometer acceptance.

This method of collecting the data, changing only one
variable at a time, would expose the existence of any
systematic errors in the system.

VI. DATA

In Table I are listed, for each spectrometer setting,
the number of events, the average values of

~

t'~ 't' and
~q'~' ', the experimental and theoretical yields, the
various correction factors, and finally the ratio of the
corrected experimental yield to the yield cacluated as
described in Sec. III. The experimental yields are ex-

pressed in events/(10" equivalent quanta)(g/cms). For
each setting, a 3/~ correction for beam loss in the target
has been applied to the experimental yields. Pion con-
tamination, being (1j~, is not corrected for.

VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The ratio of theoretical to observed yields is shown as
a function of (pp Hp) in Fig. 12. The errors shown are
statistical, including those introduced by the sub-
traction of target-out rates. Corrections have been
made for dead time, accidentals, beam attenuation in
the target, multiple scattering, and bremsstrahlung
losses. As seen in the figure, each point is consistent
with the prediction of QED. Thus we conclude that no
signi6cant systematic errors are present, and that the
present form of QED correctly describes the production
of e+e pairs.

Figure 13 shows our results (as a function of the in-
variant mass m=V2t of the e+e pair) along with other
published data. The best 6t of our data linear in ns is

2=0.95$(1+0.04)—(0.4&1.1)&&10-'m)$, (6)

where m is expressed in MeV/c'.
For comparison with the CEA result we give the best

fit quadratic in m, namely"

2=0.94L(1&0.02)—(5.5&14.8)X10 sm'g. (7)

The uncertainty in normalization, estimated to be 5'Pc,

~' For recent results concerning the production of muon pairs,
see J. K. de Pagter, J. I. Friedman, G. Glass, R. C. Chase, M.
Gettner, K. von Goeler, R. Weinstein, and A. M. Boyarski,
Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 767 (1966).
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TABI.E II. Comparison of various tests of quantum electrodynamics at large momentum transfers. The quantity A is a normalization
factor, A a cutoff parameter. As in Ref. h, F„(g')= (1—It'I/A ') ' F(g') = (1—

I
P I/A ') ' and 1/D'= 1/A '—1/A. '.

Cutoff limits (GeV/c)

Experiment

e +e -+e +e '
y+C —+ e++e—+Cb
y+C~ e++e +C'
y+C~ e++e +C~

(g—2)/2 of muon'

y+C —+p,++@, +C'
y+C —+ p,++@ +C&

(I +P ~1+&)/(s+P ~ s+P)'

Form of modification

F(t')=(1—ItsI/A') '
R =a/O'art=A (1+ I

P I/A )
R=A(1+ ISsI/As)
R=A (1 I

ts
I
/A'—)

R=A(1+ IVI/A')
R=A(1 —s4 /A')
R=A(1+ t,' /A4)

{1—-,'(m„'/A') Pln (A'/m„')+ s'7 }
R=A(1 —2It'I/A')
R=A(1 —2IrsI/As)
R=A(1 —It'I/A')
F.(1')/F. (f') =1+

I
1'/ID'

Most likely
value

6.2
0.313
0.360
3.0

1.2
0.85

68% confidence

A. &1.1
0.300&4&0.326
0.315&a&0.438

X&1.8
A&2.0
X&0.82
h &0.88
X&2.8

95%%uo con6de nce

S&0.76

X&1.3
h&1.4
a&0.71
X&0.73
a&2.0
A& 0.85

0.94&4&2.5
0.66&A& 1.8

D&2.9

a W. C. Barber, B.Richter, B.Gittleman, G. K. O' Neill, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 1127 (1966).
b Reference 1.
o Reference 2.
& This experiment.' G. Charpak, F.J.Farley, R. L. Garwin, T. Muller, J. C. Sens, and A. Zichichi, Phys. Letters 1, 16 (1962); Nuovo Cimento 37', 1241 (1965).
A. Alberigi-Quaranti, M. DePretis, G. Marini, A. Odian, G. Stoppini, and L. Tau, Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 226 (1962).

s Reference 17.
h R. Cool, A. Maschke, L. M. Lederman, M. Tannenbaum, R. Ellsworth, A. Melissinos, J. W. Tinlot, and T. Yamanouchi, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 724

(1965).

is not included in the errors given for the above two
fits.

Both these fits are consistent with a straight line ot
zero slope. The CEA result, on the other hand, is

8=0.67L(1+0.04)+(513&38)X10 'm'$ (8)

which is inconsistent with our result.
It has been shown by Kroll' that a breakdown of

QED consistent with very general requirements must

be of at least fourth power in
~
f

~
. In this spirit we have

made a maximum likelihood fit of our data to the
hypotheses

Z=A(1a )f4~ /A'),

where A. is a cutoR parameter. The results are shown in
Fig. 14.

To conclude the discussion, we list in Table II various
tests of QED at large momentum transfers.

IX

CL
L-
R
CL

10-
o

8-
hl

6-

FIG. 14. Likelihood function as a
function of 1/A' for a QED modi6-
cation of the form R=1+ It4I/A4. The
curve gives the likelihood for the two
distinct breakdown hypotheses 8=1
+ I

r'I /A' and R=1-
I
~'I /A'.

0
-(0,30)4 (0,25)4 (Q,20) 4 0 ($20)4 (tgs)» (0.30)4

1/A4 [fermis4]

's N, H. Kroll, CERN Report No, 66/430/5 —Th, 647, 1966 (unpublished),
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It is seen that this experiment provides the most
sensitive probe of the validity of quantum electro-
dynamics for electrons to date.
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